PHILOSOPHY
Your equipment should reproduce what is on the media. No more, no less!
That is goal number one for every JJAZ component → See-trough-ness

How is this accomplished?
Everyone knows the expression “musicality” but what is that?
No one knows exactly, but it is often used about equipment that lacks something,
measures terribly or has other faults that causes the reproduction to be anything but the
true image of what is on the media.
We believe that all parts of the reproduction should be as ideal as possible.

INTRODUCTION & HISTORY
Enthusiasm
Being enthusiastic music lovers and do-it-yourself guys for years finally led to the
introduction of a new company on the Danish Hi-Fi scene.
Design and Build Quality
Unique design. Like buying expensive high quality furniture made with excellent materials
and craftsmanship combined with engineering skills and musical ears.
“Creating natural sounding Hi-Fi with technically good solutions that will last.”

This implies that we do not accept that it “just sounds good!”. If it can not be verified by
good measurements there is something wrong, and more importantly - it could be so much
better!

The Goal
We aim for you to become one of our satisfied customers and stay with us for years to
come. In return we promise to deliver performance and technology that will be well proven
for many years.

As a result it takes a long time to develop, because it is back and forth between the
measurements and the listening tests. N-number of times to get it right, exactly the way
we want it.

Product Range
The current product range is covering JJAZ speakers named GreatDaneAudio and our
renowned JJAZ tweaks.

Speakers!
Only the cone and dome should speak!

In the future the product range will be expanded with new quality products sharing the
same philosophy as the current ones.

The only place the sound should originate is from the drivers. If the box is contributing, no
one knows what is going on. If the stand “says” something, no one can control the
reproduction. If the floor/base act like part of the speaker, no one will hear the correct
image from the media.
If it was to be otherwise, why not make the boxes of 5 mm cardboard and the stands could
be a cardboard box as well, etc.?
Only if the driver works in a perfect enclosure, we can expect the speaker to reproduce
what we want - a true image of what is on the media.

Can the sound be improved by adding/subtracting?
The sound you hear should ONLY be the information that is present on the media!
If we add or remove to/from that, we will not get the full trueness, impression, feeling,
message, joy, etc., that the artists put there in the first place.
Would you bring salt, pepper, spices and chilly sauce to a Michelin restaurant?
Or do you use sugar in your single malt?
We hope not!
You want to get the art the chef has made and you want the taste of the distillery – just
like you want to hear the music as the artist made it and intended it to be.

When you get what is on the media - You get what you need!

Getting started
Working together for years on different projects, Johnny Jensen finally convinced Peter
Ulrik Kann to join in the founding of JJAZ in April 2003.
The persons behind JJAZ
Peter Ulrik Kann: building speakers and amplifiers for +15 years, and has a B.Sc.M.E. He
worked for +3 years at Tymphany (formerly Peerless) before getting involved in JJAZ.
Johnny Jensen: holding a B.Sc.E.E and has been working with every aspect of audio
(amplifiers, speakers, filters, electronics and also car audio) for +10 years.
The two partners met when Johnny Jensen was doing a project on in-car bass response for
Tymphany (formerly Peerless).

Dealer:

When you get what is on the media - You get what you need!
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